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Introduction

“Sometimes we’ll go into a meeting [with residents] and say ‘Hey this is your food
environment’ and people will say ‘No it’s not.’…So we kind of see these maps as a starting
place for conversation… In a 15 minute meeting with a policy maker, sometimes it’s like
‘Here is the map. You know your area better than us, but here’s the map; this is what you
have time for and this is what we can leave you with.’ But definitely when we’re talking with
residents and people who live this reality every day, they know so much more than we do that
we would not really presume to just say ‘Here it is.’”
- Emily L., Food Access Planner, Baltimore MD

Within the recent popularity of food as a political and academic topic of discussion, the
use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) digital mapping techniques to map “food deserts”
has become a popular and powerful tool to think about and represent about food access. In the
past decade, there has been a proliferation of these maps at the federal and municipal level on the
food desert problem. While a desire to better understand the phenomenon officials term “food
deserts” prompted the creation of these maps, the mapping process and the ways experts have
mobilized these maps in dialogue and policy have in turn come to influence political framing of
violence through food, food system intervention, and the larger topic of food justice.
Through an interdisciplinary ethnography of this scene, I seek to show the mobilization
of the food desert discourse to be a dynamic rather than static process of mapping and re-

mapping space and dialogue. I argue that the production and circulation of food access maps has
helped to depoliticize what was once seen as a politically radical method of representing
historically constructed structural violence. Through the creation, circulation, and remaking of
these maps, mappers and planners have legitimized a technocratic framing around this topic.
Although counter narratives demonstrate the inconsistencies within this discourse, mappers
construct a-political rationalizations and hierarchies of dialogue around the maps in order to
prefigure these interactions and discount alternative ways of positioning urban food access that
do not fit within the projects’ modern timelines of progress through food in the city. These
findings warrant a reflection among those in the new field of food justice professionals to think
critically about our use of food within work towards justice.
My work enters the dialogue on food deserts and larger food justice literature at a key
time. Within food justice scholarship over the past decade, the food desert discourse has received
significant criticism. Julie Guthman (2011) argues that “when the food and health writers glorify
certain places for the qualities they have (e.g., gentrified urban cores) and devalue others for their
dearth (e.g., food deserts), they actually contribute to the problem” by silencing the causal link
between spatialization of resources and the history of racist and classist policies that built that
spatialization (89-90). Similarly, Nathan McClintock observes that “few studies move beyond a
geospatial or statistical inventory of food deserts to unearth these historical processes” in his
tracing of how 1930’s racialized Home Owners Loan Corporation maps in Oakland shaped the
city’s landscape of inequality today (2011: 90). A year after Guthman and McClintock published
their perspectives, Block et al.’s 2012 application of a food sovereignty lens to the issue
characterized these scholars’ and the larger food justice movement’s take on the “food desert” in
the following way:
“Food access inequalities highlight how the experience of living in poorer communities is
hugely different from the experience of living in wealthier ones and that these differences
can even lead to increased death. However, their abilities to highlight these inequalities
often leads to a public response that focuses on only the food stores themselves, rather
than a broader focus upon the broader inequalities in economic investment, political and
economic power, and health that the food desert issue highlights” (204).
As such, the consensus within the food justice literature to date is that although the food
desert concept has potential to ignite important discussions on spatialized inequity and embodied
structural violence, the concept’s narrow emphasis on market solutions as well as potential
stigma has left critics doubtful of its ability to bring about truly just transformations. As I seek to
show, however, the food desert concept critiqued in this work is presented as largely static, likely
in part because the concept was only beginning to be incorporated into U.S. federal and
municipal politics at the time of the their scholarship.
Now several years later, my research shows that the concept of food deserts is anything
but static. I investigate a set of questions we are only now able to begin assessing several years

since the rise of US food desert mapping: what has it meant to create and use these maps within
this “professionalization” of food justice? How have the maps transformed the reality they
purportedly represent? How are the maps constrained by or constraining how we think about
justice through food? This set of questions delves into the way the food desert concept has
molded and been molded by its mobilization within research and through dialogue between
actors in this scene in the past decade. Far from an easily defined, stable concept, the food desert
discourse continually shifts and translates within dialogues between mappers, planners, policy
makers, and residents, circling back around to inform the legitimacy and continuation of the
discourse. This is a dynamic scene happening now in GIS labs, planning departments,
neighborhood association meetings, and city council boardrooms, and I seek to capture that.
To do this, I ground my analysis in critical geography on the power of mapping as a
technical tool. On the most basic level, critical geography recognizes the “objectifying power of
an elevated vision” that mapping centers through its emphasis on constructed visual
representation (Kwan 2002: 648). Maps and the disciplines that create and use them have a long
history of enacting objectifying control over places and people, and much scholarship has been
dedicated to parsing out how maps are technocratic tools “embedded within the history they help
construct” (Wood 1992; Monmomier 1996; Coburn 2005; Schuurmann 2004; Pickles 1995).
A central narrative in these analyses is that the state’s mapping efforts serve to increase
legibility in order to enable measured, knowledge-producing interventions that expand state
control over space. Using the example of 18th century scientific forestry in Germany, James Scott
traces the state’s goal of enhanced legibility which required “a narrowing of vision” onto a set of
measurables the state defined as within the scope of growing uniform forests for bureaucratic
management (1999: 11). This narrowing of vision made those measurables more legible to the
state so that the state’s capacity and legitimacy for intervening in this space grew (3).
Like Scott, Timothy Mitchell’s 2002 analysis of the 20th century creation of the cadastral
map of British Egypt address the mapping of spaces previously not mapped by state bodies.
Mitchell uses the analytic of “technopolitics” define as follows:
“Techno-politics is always a technical body, an alloy that must emerge from a process of
manufacture whose ingredients are both human and nonhuman…But it is a particular
form of manufacturing, a certain way of organizing the amalgam of the human and
nonhuman, things and ideas, so that the human, the intellectual, the realm of intentions
and ideas seems to come first and to control and organize the nonhuman” (42-43).
Mitchell uses this analytic to question the binaries constructed in modern politics between
reality and technology; he argues these binaries are the logics around which expertise forms in
technocratic state projects. He asks, “What strategies, structures, and silences transform the
expert into a spokesperson for what appear as the forces of development, the rule of law, the
progress of modernity?” (2002: 15). Combined with Scott’s analysis of governance at a distance

through narrowed vision, Mitchell’s concept of “technopolitics” offers a particularly useful
analytic for assessing how technical tools like maps are used to reorganize and concentrate
knowledge and power over space in ways that create and confirm expertise over those places and
people.
In addition to this technopolitical frame, scholarship on “anti-politics” lends a useful
theoretical frame to my analysis. James Ferguson (1994) characterized Global South
“development” projects as part of an “‘anti-politics machine,’ depoliticizing everything it
touches…all the while performing, almost unnoticed, its own pre-eminently political operation
of expanding bureaucratic state power (xv). In his focus on development in Lesotho, Ferguson’s
approach to anti-politics points at a key within the larger analytic of technopolitics: projects
purporting to positively reform a space can effectively squash political challenges to those
developers’ framing of the space by “casting political questions of land, resources, jobs or wages
as technical ‘problems’ responsive to a the technical ‘development’ intervention” (1994: 180).
Throughout my analysis, I draw from Ferguson as well as two scholars who have
extended the anti-politics frame into their own theorizing. Tania Li’s 2007 work uses an analytic
of “assemblage” combining technopolitics and anti-politics to trace the formation and tensions
within community forest management in Indonesia. Additionally, Lupton and Mather’s 1997
work applies Ferguson’s anti-politics machine specifically to politician’s goal of using GIS as a
politically-neutral decision maker while restructuring political boundaries in post-apartheid
Johannesburg.
As I draw on this body of scholarship, I also demonstrate the ways in which an analysis
of food desert mapping presents complications to the analytical approaches presented above.
First, food desert mapping engages in a complex relationship with past mapping of its space.
These maps are built up from the lines and assumptions of other, older maps, yet the map makers
are critical of how these older maps’ have shaped the spaces they are now attempting to re-map.
Specifically, food desert mappers recognize the past maps that have reproduced spatialized
disparities by race and class in their cities, and they see the food desert map as a way to make
this “invisible” violence newly visible in order to address it. There is a very specific politics here
in theorizing the relationship between visibility and violence. This requires a critical lens to
assess the success of revealing “invisible” violence at danger of “privileging of the visible” and
framing of violence that lends itself to short-term solutions while silences longer temporal
narratives (Nixon 2011: 15).
Lastly, an analysis of this scene must consider the way food desert maps have circulated
through their communities to inform the incredibly fast pace of the continuous re-making of
these maps. The mappers’ emphasis on these maps’ duel role as primarily policy tools but also
important conversation starters for residents themselves is a key way food desert mappers assert
their maps’ modern, progressive agenda. The timeline of re-mapping happening continuously
during circulation is markedly unique to most other mapping processes, warranting new

theorizing of the relationship between food desert mapping’s temporal and techno-politics.
As such, this project is an engagement with the technopolitics of modern expertise
through food. While I take from food justice scholarship a baseline critique of the food desert
concept, I build my analysis of the food desert as a dynamic discourse requiring a revised
approach to technopolitics and anti-politics in order to assess the way present-day food desert
mapping involves re-mapping, re-inscription of histories and power, and attempted intervention
into violence through visibility. I combine these approaches to look at the erasure of processes
and politics in how this story is usually told by asking: What does the “food desert” map really
do when mobilized as it is currently?
Methods
This research uses a mix of methods including GIS spatial analysis, ethnographic
interviews, and participant observation. The scope of my work addresses both the national
dialogue I investigated in many cities as well as two case studies in Baltimore and Philadelphia. I
will focus on my Baltimore findings in most detail here. Using Geographic Information Systems,
I conducted demographic and spatial analyses on Philadelphia and Baltimore’s food desert
shapefiles. Through ethnographic interviews, I collected data on the stories of these maps’
creation processes. For each city, I conducted one interview with the primary point-person on the
map-making side of their project and one interview with the primary point-person on the mapimplications side of their project, allowing for my collection of various perspectives within the
projects. During interviews, I focused discussion on the reason for the cities’ mapping projects,
processes of map creation, political uses of the maps, racial and class dialogues within the
projects, and future directions for the maps. Lastly, I used three days of ethnographic fieldwork
in Baltimore to “read” the mapping politics on the ground by driving through the city.
I also consider my own mode of writing about the food desert discourse to be itself an
important methodological choice. In an effort similar to James Ferguson’s self-conscious use of
scare quotes around the term “development” in The Anti-Politics Machine (1994), I refrain
throughout my analysis from using the term “food desert” as a synonym for areas of inequitable
food access. In analyzing these maps as part of the social processes they aim to represent, this is
a story that must be told as it is: an intertwining of cultural conceptions, intentions, lived
experiences, and a technology interpreting and being interpreted by that which it seeks to
understand. A constant attention towards resisting equating that material and linguistic tool with
the reality it is in conversation with is essential.
Additionally, a methodological note for my case study selection is necessary. For a
detailed example of how this technopolitical process has unfolded in the United States, I selected
Baltimore and Philadelphia as my case studies (focusing almost entirely on Baltimore in this
article). I aim to use these cities’ projects along with my broader analysis of the US food desert
discourse to demonstrate how the conceptual box these projects are currently working within

needs examining. I critique a larger dialogue here, one in which both cities’ projects participate
but by which they are also constrained. I offer these case studies with this in mind, building a
critique of a larger conversation while upholding respect for those conducting this work towards
greater equality in food access.

The US Food Desert Discourse
The term “food desert” was first used in Beaumont et al.’s 1995 report within the Low
Income Project Team of Scotland’s Nutrition Task Force to describe “poor access to an
affordable and healthy diet” in socio-economically disadvantaged areas (Beaulac, Kristjansson,
and Cummins 2009). Since then, the term has been used in many Global North nations to refer to
the topic of food access disparities. Reviews of food desert studies show the US’s adoption of the
term to focus much more significantly on class and racial disparities within this topic than uses
outside the US (Beaulac, Kristjansson, and Cummins’s 2009).
In the US, academics’ and policymakers’ use of the “food desert” term began in the late
2000’s. The term’s rise occurred within with the larger rise of food politics popularity in US
media during this decade. Movies from Supersize Me (2004) and Food Inc (2007) to books like
The Omnivore’s Dilemma (2006) and In Defense of Food (2008) captured the nation’s attention
on issues of agriculture, sustainability, and nutrition in a new and urgent light. As dialogue on
food expanded, voices on all sides of the topic called for politicians to bring food to the front and
center of US politics. With her Let’s Move campaign and re-creation of the White House
vegetable garden, first lady Michelle Obama made a statement early in her husband’s presidency:
food was now political ground. In the decade since, food has been taken up on both the federal
level – with the USDA’s more progressive agenda on nutrition aid and labeling – and the local
level – with the creation of food policy councils and initiatives within city and state
governments.
The growing food sustainability “movement” was quickly critiqued by academics and
activists in the budding “food justice” community. This community emphasized the ways
hierarchies of race, class, and gender are embedded within the food system (Alkon and Agyeman
2011: 3). Media and scholarship on food began to engage more directly with this perspective
through attention to farmworkers’ campaigns like the Coalition of Immokalee Workers and more
recent films like Fed Up (2014) showing corporate abuses of public health. This popular
attention towards food as connected to justice occurred both in conjunction and response to
academia’s growing interest in the topic. Academics such as Seth Holmes, Julie Guthman, and
the plethora of authors in Alkon and Agyeman’s Cultivating Food Justice (2011) called
particularly for a scholarly and political approach to injustices in food as forms of structural,
historical violence. Within these analyses, food justice scholars emphasized a need for
conceptualizing solutions outside the capitalist system which created these disparities, and a need
to consider the embodied nature of these injustices in conceptualizing spatial and temporal scales

of change.
It is within this surge of attention around food that the “food desert” concept provided a
common language for policy makers, health and justice activists, and researchers to be able to
talk about injustice within the food system. Researchers had by the late 2000’s come to
emphasize that access to healthy food was important for personal and community health, and that
this access was distributed unequally across space and communities. In 2010 amidst the growing
federal dialogue on food and specifically Michele Obama’s connection between childhood
obesity and food access disparities, the USDA’s Economic Research Service created the Food
Desert Locator. The USDA’s Food and Nutrition Service described this interactive online map
as “a tool that can be used to assist efforts to expand the availability of nutritious food in food
deserts, or low-income communities that lack ready access to healthy food” (2011).
The USDA, Department of Treasury, and Department of Health and Human Services
developed the definition of a food desert used in the Locator: a census tract was labeled as a food
desert if 20% or more of residents fell at or below the federal poverty level and 500 people or
33% of the tract’s population lived farther than a mile from a supermarket. For rural areas, this
distance changed to 10 miles.
The USDA’s creation of the Food Desert Locator and related Healthy Food Financing
Initiative signaled an unprecedented federal focus on urban food issues, recognition of spatial
disparities in food access, and attention outside its historically agribusiness and rural focus.
However, many municipal leaders were not satisfied with the pictures that the USDA painted of
their localities. In 2012, the U.S. Conference of Mayors’ Food Policy Task Force wrote a letter to
the USDA Economic Research Service asserting that “in practice, we have found that the
neighborhoods identified by the Food Desert Locator as food deserts are not consistent with the
neighborhoods identified through localized research as significantly lacking access to affordable
and nutritious foods” (2012).
The letter, signed by mayors Thomas Menino of Boston and Stephanie Rawlings-Blake of
Baltimore, emphasized the federal definition’s implications towards research, dialogue, and
efficient direction of resources towards many city’s underserved areas that were “currently not
identified as food deserts using existing methodology” (US Conference of Mayors 2012).
Specifically, the letter called for the USDA to use local findings to refine the USDA’s definition:
recommendations included using half mile and quarter mile distances to supermarkets in their
analysis (arguing the USDA’s current one mile distance was much too far for urban settings and
showing this under inclusivity in comparative maps), removing unpopulated areas, and allowing
cities to post their own food desert maps as legitimate analyses.
Baltimore city planners described this exchange with the USDA to me as a “successful
conversation.” The USDA incorporated some of the mayors’ letter’s input in 2015 when the
USDA remade its map into its current form, the Food Access Research Atlas. The USDA’s
Healthy Food Financing Initiative also now acknowledges individual cities’ own food desert

maps when accepting food desert intervention grant applications. Still, many cities have
developed their own food desert maps to measure their resident’s spatial inequalities in food
access and to guide interventions.
At the start of my research, I conducted a review of food desert mapping projects in many
cities including Camden, New York City, Atlanta, Richmond, Pittsburg, New Orleans,
Minneapolis, Memphis, Baltimore, and Philadelphia. While I chose Baltimore and Philadelphia
for my interview focus, and Baltimore for my fieldwork and final analysis, I observed several
noteworthy trends from this broader review. Most food desert mapping projects are happening at
the city level. Tania Li characterizes well the “forging alignments” (2007: 265) process that has
brought together state, nonprofit, and private actors together into assemblages of food desert map
makers and users. Often, these assemblages are partnerships between a department within a
city’s government (such as health or planning) and a non-governmental group more familiar with
the technical aspect of mapping (such as a research institution).
Although only recently involved in food, planning departments have asserted themselves as
the central party in many of these mapping projects. This is likely because of how well the food
desert discourse’s emphasis on the built environment, policy-based research, and urban spatiality
align with the traditional roles of the planning discipline (Dilisio and Hodgson 2011). In a similar
way to Ferguson’s analysis of development agencies, planning’s assertion of their logical fit
within food desert projects presents the city’s political and social economy as entirely under the
impartial control of its government, “thus almost perfectly responsive to the blueprints of
planners” (1994: 178).

Above: The USDA’s 2015 “Food Access Research Atlas” (USDA Economic Research
Service 2017), Philadelphia’s 2014 “High Poverty and Low to No Walkable Access to
Healthy Foods” Map (Philadelphia Department of Health 2015), and New York City’s 2008
“Supermarket Need Index” Map (New York City Department of City Planning 2008)
While methods of the USDA and major cities maps do differ, most of these maps
conceptualize food access mapping in similar ways. Access via mobility (through variables such
as distance to a store, public transit, and car ownership) and purchasing power via this definition
of access (again through the variable of distance, plus income) have been defined by researchers
as of paramount importance to analyzing spatial food access (Bower et al. 2014, LeClair and
Aksan 2014; Clifton 2004; Whelan et al. 2002). Likewise, characterizing a store by its size or
conducting a survey to measure the availability of healthy food in each store has been set as a
common practice (Beaulac, Kristjansson, and Cummins 2009). Finally, most of these studies use
statistical measurements of census data to assess the racial and socioeconomic composition of
“food desert” areas after the mapping process in order to make arguments on the risk and equity
implications of their spatial findings.
Studies such as those described above have set the “agenda” so to speak for what variables
most food desert mappers will consider pertinent to their research. The impact of the narrowlydefined research scope from the beginning of most food desert mapping projects cannot be
understated in framing the dialogues and uses which follow. In the following sections, I trace this
process through my interviews with those involved in the Baltimore City Food Environment
Map (named one of the nation’s top food desert mapping examples to follow by Sweeney et al.’s
2016 review) in order to show how the food desert discourse has been mobilized with cities as
the way to talk about injustice through food.

Tracing the Food Desert Discourse in Baltimore
According to the USDA’s Food Desert Locator in 2010, 8000 residents of Baltimore city
lived in food deserts. That’s 1.3% of the city’s total population, and Emily L., the city’s Food
Access Planner within its Department of Planning, recalled her department’s reaction to the story
the USDA’s map was telling:
“We knew that the need here was so much bigger than that and that there were obviously
other factors that relate to food access beside just distance to a supermarket. I think theirs
initially was just distance [to a supermarket] and poverty…That map wasn’t good enough
at representing the reality of what was going on in Baltimore.”
Recognizing both a serious need to address disparities in food access in Baltimore and the
USDA’s map inability to do so, in 2011 the city turned to those at the Center for A Livable
Future (CLF) based at the Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health. CLF
had created a food desert map of the city in 2009 using the same two metrics originally used by
the USDA—distance to supermarkets and income—but selected a shorter distance than the
USDA’s one mile, resulting in more areas labeled as food deserts.
In my conversations with Kyle, the GIS Specialist at CLF, he recalled the creation of the
Center’s first food desert map in 2009 as part of a budding national conversation on the topic:
“At the time, I think that food deserts had just started popping up into common lexicon and
people were talking about it.” It was quite timely, then, when Baltimore’s planners approached
CLF just one year later having heard of the Center’s 2009 map. The city described their desire to
partner with CLF in the creation of a “more sophisticated map” with “more robust analysis” of
the city’s food access inequalities. CFL agreed, and a new partnership of map makers and map
users was born.
The story of how Baltimore City’s first official food desert map was made begins with its
makers’ explanations for why it was made. Kyle stated that his analyst team created the map in
order to spatially identify “areas or regions within the city where people have a more difficult
time accessing healthy foods.” Intimately linked to this intention, for Kyle, is who he identified
as the map’s intended “ultimate audience”: the city government. While he emphasized that the
map isn’t a “be-all-end-all”, Kyle said that by geographically identifying these areas, the city
could answer the questions “Where do we have to do our most? And what kind of strategies do
we need to develop to address this issue?”
In particular, Kyle felt the medium of a map was the key tool for this project. Because
CFL and the planning department wanted their map to capture the attention of those within city
government with the power to create interventions—and CFL and the planning department for
the most part do not consider themselves to have this power—a map provided the visual appeal
that tools such as statistics or charts do not. Kyle explained, “I think that maps in general, they
provide a visualization that charts and table don’t always do, especially a colorful map. It catches

people’s eyes.”
Coming from the planning side of the project, Emily’s perspective on the purpose of the
mapping project centered the city government’s ability to visually assess the problem. The maps
were made to “understand what we were working with and who the populations were that are
most affected” in order to enable the city to “target strategies and specifically either in certain
geographies or certain populations.” The maps were created explicitly as “policy tools”,
according to Emily, though like Kyle she did not define what this term meant to her. Emily
agreed with Kyle that the city should not lean on the maps to tell the full story of this subject, but
stated that the maps are useful as “one of the tools we have in our toolkit to tell the story of food
and the food environment in Baltimore.”
Emily noted that this purpose of creating the maps to be “policy tools” impacted details
as seemingly minor as the colors chosen while making the maps:
“[Food deserts] were initially in red [on the maps] to show policy makers…Back in 2012,
food wasn’t really a thing that a lot of people talked about. Food access wasn’t a part of
public discourse as much, except for hunger. But we know that obviously there are many
different ways that food access impacts a household besides just straight-up hunger. So they
are shown in red to show ‘This is a problem. This is something that we as a city need to
address.’”
Thus for both Emily and Kyle, the reason for making a food desert map revolves around
the map’s ability to identify the subject as a problem, show the problem visually, and in turn
show how to fix that problem. Within these explanations lies a key assumption accepted by the
map makers as too obvious to merit comment: the problem of food access inequity is spatial, and
solutions to this problem should thus be spatial. To know where to put these solutions in space, a
tool is needed to make visible where in space the problem exists. The medium of a map which
inherently demonstrates, centers, and “reveals” the spatiality of its subject appears to those in this
project as the clear way to grapple with the subject.
The mappers are thus putting forward a very specific politics here in theorizing the
relationship between visibility and violence. The map makers recognize that food disparities fall
into the category of “structural” or “slow” violence that is harder to recognize as itself violence
because of “how our rhetorical conventions for bracketing violence routinely ignore ongoing,
belated casualties” (Nixon 2011: 11). A key in their thinking is that the violence of food
disparities is especially hard to understand because of its supposed invisibility or
unrecognizability as violence to policy makers. Once that violence is made visible—once those
in power can see where it is and that it should be consider violence—it will be legible and able to
be intervened in. There is a pervasive assumption and faith here in the power of visibility (by
those deemed as having the appropriate intervention power, here policy makers) to incite change.
Rob Nixon asks of this desire to bring “invisible” forms of violence into the light: “How do we
both make slow violence visible yet also challenge the privileging of the visible?” (2011: 15).

One privilege of the visible concerns the often depoliticizing effects of visualization, a
relationship that historian Timothy Mitchell underlines in his analysis of spatial displays of
violence. In Mitchell’s example of the 20th century creation of the cadastral map of British
Egypt, he emphasizes how the mapping process neutralized and hid recent violent changes in
boundaries and estates by rendering these changes visible in official documents: “If the map
made some kinds of abnormality newly visible, it made other forms disappear” (2002: 91). Thus,
food desert mappers’ goal of making visible spatial evidence of violence is at risk of succumbing
to exactly the neutralization of violence which Mitchell observes. The underlying theory of
change through visibilization within Baltimore’s mapping project, as within all food desert
mapping projects, comes to have substantial effects as the maps are created and circulated within
the city.
The first effect of the mappers’ goal of making visible the violence of food disparities is
the way these actors conceptualize the cause of this violence in exactly the temporal “brackets”
Nixon warns against. While describing reactions to the city’s map, Emily stated that many
residents are not surprised by the map’s findings:
“Honestly in Baltimore, that map is the exact same map as the poverty map. It’s the exact
same as infant mortality. It’s the exact same as redlining. This is all very systemic, historical
policy decisions frankly based on race in the 1920s and 30s and 40s [which have] created
these areas in city. And so it’s not really surprising I don’t think for most people. It’s not like
people were like ‘Oh, I had no idea!’ For the most part, everyone knows the reality of their
own neighborhood and no one is shocked to say, ‘Well we know that homeownership here is
low and educational attainment is low and crime is high, oh but we didn’t know we had
problems with food access.’ That’s why it’s more like a policy tool to show that and show
how all of those things overlap.”
Here, Emily shows that the Baltimore mappers recognize the historical construction of
the present food disparities they observe as a contemporary reality. Her reference to “historical
policy decisions frankly based on race” in the early to mid 1900’s to some extent aligns with
more critical geography and race theorization on the topic of food disparities. Scholars like
Nathan McClintock argue that “the contemporary cityscape is a map of previous cycles of capital
accumulation and devaluation” (2011: 94). In tracing the “forces that have hewn the urban
landscape into a crude mosaic of parks and pollution, privilege and poverty, Whole Foods and
whole food deserts” today, McClintock points specifically to the practice Emily called by its
contemporary name, “redlining”. Redlining refers to the 1930’s Home Owner’s Loan
Corporation maps which rated space in over 200 US cities on best to worst investment areas
based on explicitly racist criteria, marking the “worst” areas in red. Critical race theorist George
Lipsitz characterizes Baltimore as a city with a particularly complicated part-southern de jure
and part-nourthern de facto history of institutionalized racism extending from past redlining and
urban white flight through contemporary cycles of disinvestment and displacement (2011: 102).

The planner’s acknowledgement that food disparities are historically produced sits
uneasily with their mapping process, however. To begin with, this acknowledgement positions
the racist policy practices it refers to as specifically and definabley past: today’s distribution of
food is a legacy of that historic, past racism on the part of policy or policy makers, not evidence
on forms of contemporary racism. This rhetoric succeeds at precisely what Tania Li observes in
her own work regarding those overseeing community forest management projects:
“Support for community forest management helps forest departments to absorb the
critique that state forest management has failed. It enables them to recognize their
deficiencies and restate their commitment to redress the errors of the past, including their
neglect of communities” (Li 2007: 280).
By framing racist policies that have impacted the landscape of Baltimore—many of
which are planning policies—as past, the planning department asserts the failure of planning as
the reason for food disparities while at the same time asserting themselves as the ones to fix the
disparities today. Critique of the city government’s role in the construction of these disparities is
quickly written off the table. Consideration of racism in contemporary policies or current process
of spatialization is also written off the table. For instance, Emily makes no reference to how food
disparities may be linked to the contemporary racial segregation in housing which in 2005 the
US Department of Housing and Urban Development was found to be guilty of “creating,
promoting, and exacerbating” in Baltimore for the previous four decades (Lipsitz 2011: 105106). Emily also draws no connection to her city’s 2000 to 2004 lawsuit against Wells Fargo for
“using home costs has a proxy for race” through targeted high interest rates for majority black
neighborhoods in Baltimore (Lipsitz 2011: 106-107).
Considering connections between contemporary evidence of racist policies and practices
determining the landscape of the city like these would not fit within the mappers’ frame of food
deserts as present spatial legacies of past phenomenon. Such consideration would conflict with
the fundamental logic on which these mappers are creating their maps: the spatial problem
requires and can be addressed through spatial solutions. This rhetoric fits food access disparities
into the set of tools the city has already developed to discuss poverty: food is another “factor” of
poverty recognized by the state and to be intervened in through spatial food solutions. Problems
with food “overlap” with problems of housing, education, and crime, but this overlapping signals
the legacy of past violence rather than a possible interconnectivity between these aspects of
social life affected by current systemic violence by institutions of power in the present.
As Lupton and Mather (1997) show in their analysis of Johannesburg’s post-apartheid
boundary reconstruction, it is easy to see why GIS provides such an enticing tool for policy
makers in contexts where racial and class-based implications are particularly politically
controversial:
“[An] advantage of GIS is its perceived ability to assist in rational and objective decision

making, for many a crucial consideration in a country where political and social divisions
run so deep...In the context of scarce resources and huge problems of redress, a system
which can provide objective decisions has, not surprisingly, caught the attention of a
wide variety of researchers and development planners” (566).
Thus, there is an underlying conflict between the discourse’s logic of how to understand and
solve food access disparities and the mapper’s simultaneous explanation for the cause of these
disparities. While mappers credit the contemporary violence of inequitable food access to forms
of structural racism and classism, they position these forms as occurring in a finite past. In effect,
the way these maps conceptualize the violence they seek to intervene in succumbs to “our
rhetorical conventions for bracketing violence routinely ignore ongoing, belated casualties”
(Nixon 2011: 11) even in their foundational logics framing the temporal narrative around food
access as a political topic. As the story of Baltimore’s mapping unfolds, these logics come to
confirm and require the mapping process’s emphasis on spatial representations for spatial,
immediate, readable solutions.

Bearing these logics in mind, how were the maps actually created? Kyle recalls that in the
summer of 2011 after the city-CFL partnership began, CFL interns conducted a planning and
public health literature review “to see what other kind of variables [they] could incorporate into
the map.” After discussion with the city, CFL chose a final set of four variables based off this
review and community surveys conducted on Baltimore residents’ food access behaviors. This
variable selection process fulfills what Tania Li (2007) refers to as the “rendering technical”
stage of technocratic assemblages: “extracting from the messiness of the social world, with all
the processes that run though it, a set of relations that can be formulated as a diagram in which
problem (a) plus intervention (b) will produce (c), a beneficial result” (265). For each variable,
CFL chose a numerical threshold that needed to be met at the census block group level in order
for that area to be considered meeting the food desert qualification for that specific variable. I
will discuss the selection of each variable individually before discussing the combination of all
four variables that built the final food desert map.
Kyle said the 2012 map’s first two variables, income and distance to supermarket, were
chosen for the same reason as their inclusion in the 2009 CFL food desert map: they were the
“common theme” in spatial food desert analyses nation-wide. For income, census block groups
fit the map’s low income threshold if the block groups’ median household income was equal to
or less than 185% of the federal poverty level for a family of four. CFL and the city chose this
metric cut-off because it is the USDA’s threshold for nutrition programs like WICK and federal
free and reduced lunch, and was therefore, as Kyle asserted, “related to our map.”
For distance to a supermarket, CFL classified all area not within a one fourth mile radius
of a supermarket as not accessible. This threshold was chosen based on what Kyle describes as a

best practice for urban walkability the planning community. Emily noted this distance as a “more
reasonable walking distance especially with groceries or with kids as compared to half mile or a
mile” used in the USDA’s methods. After learning from community surveys that most Baltimore
residents use their own or a friends’ car to shop as opposed to walking or public transit, however,
CFL and the city decided to include the map’s third variable: vehicle availability. Census tracts
with more than 40% of residents not owning a vehicle were classified as meeting the food desert
threshold for this variable—a metric chosen by CFL after finding no one best practice in the
literature.
The 2012 map’s fourth and final variable was what Emily and Kyle described as the most
unique aspect of Baltimore’s approach to food desert mapping: Healthy Food Availability Index
scoring. This HFAI score data was first collected at the Bloomberg School of Public Health in
2008. A researcher visited 170 food stores in the city and gave each a HFAI score based on a
“market basket” approach of the presence of healthy foods as defined by the USDA. For the
remaining 700+ stores in the city, scores were imputed based on the average score of a store type
in a given neighborhood with similar racial composition. During CFL’s food desert map
creation, Kyle was able to use this data as the map’s fourth variable: “We figured that’s a unique
resource; we should probably use it somehow.” If a neighborhood’s averaged HFAI score was in
the bottom third of all scores, the neighborhood met the food desert threshold in the map. This
scoring variable attempts to collect more nuanced data on the city’s food scene than the USDA’s
method which effectively considers only large supermarkets as places where residents can get
food. Still, the HFAI scoring is based on a tool developed by the USDA to assess “healthy” food
and therefore conforms to the USDA’s assumption of “healthy” as a definable concept rather
than a culturally and socioeconomically constructed concept.
To combine these four variables into a final food desert map, the GIS analysts at CFL chose a
site-suitability methodology. Kyle describes this as a binary classification method with merits of
replicability and limits of simplification:
“We decided we would have kind of breaking points or yes-no, sort of binary
relationship…‘Do you meet this threshold? Are you within a quarter mile of a
supermarket?’ Then you get a 1. And if you’re not, you get a 0…So same holds true for
each one of the different variables. I understand that there are other methods out there,
probably a lot more sophisticated, but we figured this is a fairly simple and replicable
analysis and that’s what we proceeded with.”
CFL used the above method to classify each block of the city as meeting or not meeting
the threshold of each of the four variables. Those blocks meeting all four variable thresholds
were then classified as official “food deserts” in the final food desert map, while blocks that met
zero, one, two, or three thresholds were not classified as food deserts, shown in their published
2012 map below.

Above: The 2012 Baltimore City Food Environment Map, the map of the city’s food
deserts, created by CFL and the city’s planning department. “Food deserts” identified
through the methodology discussed above are colored in red.
Kyle stated that because “this started from a research institution standpoint”, the selection
of the four variables and map methodology for the 2012 map (and later versions) did not involve
public input. During the map creation process, those on CFL’s GIS team held the sole
expertise—or what Li calls “authorizing knowledge”—to decide how to map food access (2007:

265). Lupton and Mather describe the significant of holding expertise during this stage of GIS
mapping:
“Since every act of definition [within GIS] involves inclusion and exclusion (Harley,
1988), the planner’s very terms of reference effectively removed questions that could not
be demonstrated through the use of maps, spatial representation and mathematical
measurement from their scanning field.” (1997: 570).
By selecting the four variables above, as well as a binary method of desert qualification
based on these variables, CFL determined what aspects of the city’s social landscape would
make sense to the city government to intervene in to address food access: these four variables,
and only these four variables. GIS functions here as a “supremely efficient anti-politics machine”
in positioning the constructed map as a tool for objective, rational decision making even as it
engaged in the highly political act of “replacing diverse forms of knowledge with ‘a universal
yardstick of rationality’; and by viewing space in a way that focuses on the specific features of
sites rather than their contextual setting” (Lupton and Mather 1997: 576).
However, according to Li or Lupton and Mather’s argument of variable selection
determining intervention logics, the city should have proceeded to develop interventions for each
of these variables: to raise average household incomes, increase vehicle ownership, improve the
healthy food provisioning in all 800+ food stores, and bring in more supermarkets. This has not
been the case, as will become clear in the following discussion of the maps’ circulation and
intervention creation which has focused entirely on the latter two variables (and most
significantly on the second of those two, supermarkets). Even though average household income
and vehicle ownership are two variables within the map, they end up themselves as “effectively
removed questions” during the map’s use stage within city policy. What does this even further
narrowing of focus on specific features of Baltimore’s food environment from the maps creation
to use reveal about how this mapping project frames the politics food access?

The circulation of Baltimore’s food desert map effectively breaks down into a series of
interactions centered around the evolving and shifting meaning of the map. Within these
interactions, the city planners come to represent the city itself as the interactions confirm and
shape the map and mapper’s legitimacy in framing of the problem of food access (a
contemporary urban violence, occurring in the red areas on the map) and the solutions to this
problem (immediate interventions able to affect these areas appearing as red on the map).
The first dialogue after CFL finalized their GIS analysis in spring 2012 occurred within
the mayor’s office. For Kyle, the map was truly complete in 2012 when “The city officially
adopted that map as their own map, the very first city food desert map.” The experts of
governing the space (the city) had made official the work of the experts of mapping that space
(CFL), legitimizing the map in a way that would come to stand to both those in Baltimore and

those across the nation hearing of Baltimore’s food desert mapping as creating a blueprint for
how to talk about food access through a map. After this legalization by the city took place, the
planners (now more fully representing “the city”) proceeded to bring the map into a variety of
interactions in their work.
As CFL’s head GIS analyst, Kyle saw this moment as the split between the map’s
creation and its use, saying “I’m a mapper. I’m not an expert in public policy.” He agrees with
the planners that because of CFL and the planning department’s prescribed separate spheres of
expertise, “it’s been a great way to do things to have sort of the research side of things be
attached to a local university whereas the policy and strategy and implementation side of
things—and politics is part of it—is handled at the city.” Mitchell (2002) describes this rhetoric
as key within technopolitical reorganization where the relationship between “the real world and
the map” is “not to be experienced as a chain of social practices but as the distance between
reality and its representation” (116). Similarly, Lupton and Mather (1997) describe the
implications of this distancing between GIS analysts and policy makers in present-day politics:
“this illusory distance between the process of ‘rational’ planning and ‘political’ decision making
is fundamental to rational and instrumental planning” (576).
During my interviews, this illusory distance in the eyes of CFL and the city was
pervasive: Emily often recommended I refer my more technical questions concerning the GIS
process to Kyle at CFL, and Kyle often recommended I cater my more policy-related questions
to Emily in planning. I received similar recommendations during my interviews with those
involved in Philadelphia’s food desert mapping project that also separates these creation and use
roles quite explicitly. Even so, the experiences Kyle and Emily shared after these
recommendations betrayed the lines they drew between them. Kyle had stories about interacting
with residents’ reactions and the internal politics within the city, and Emily shared extensive
knowledge about the city’s role in decisions during the maps’ creation cycles. The illusory
distance here thus functions less as an actual division of expertise and more as a way to depoliticize and make passive the in-fact highly political mapping process whose actors determine
“the terms of debate” (Lupton and Mather 1997: 576) as the maps circulate into the Baltimore
community.
After the city officially adopted the map, CFL and the planners create specific maps for
each council district and several city departments that included further detail: corner stores, food
pantries, and nutrition programs. Emily and her colleagues within the planning department met
with council members to show them their district’s individual section of the food desert map:
“We were able to meet with every council member and say ‘Hey, this is your food
environment. What are your priorities? What are you hearing from constituents?…[We] use
this as more of a strategic tool to say [to council members] ‘Alright here are assets, here are
deficits,’ and then kind of get the council members to take more ownership over it and
understand a little bit better…So that was really successful in getting more buy-in at the
council level.”

The individualization of the map at the council district level became a key way to get this
“buy-in” from council members through shaping the interpersonal interactions between the
planners and council members. While Emily’s meaning of a “buy-in” emphasizes specific
council members’ willingness to work on various food programing, it also signifies a “buy-in” to
the map itself. A council member “buying in” to the map means agreeing to the map’s legitimacy
as a lens into their district, a space they theoretically are experts within in a way CFL or the city
planners are not—a “local” approval of sorts. This also means they accept the legitimacy of the
mappers’ place within this setting as the objective presenters (and less so the constructors) of the
facts laid out neatly before them. Finally, a council member’s buy-in means they affirm and take
up the planner’s rhetoric that policy makers should listen to the map to guide the relationship
between the food-related problems they hear about from their constituents and the policy options
they have for intervening in those problems. This later lends tangibility and persuasiveness to
calls by city economic development officers for supermarket and other market-based
interventions that appear most directly relevant to “improving” (removing) the red areas on their
district map.
The most controversial—yet for my purposes most revealing—interaction through which
food desert discourse has developed in Baltimore occurs between planners and residents. Recent
food justice studies have documented the reactions of residents in areas labeled as food deserts,
detailing how the term alternately invokes feelings of disempowerment and activism-oriented
empowerment (Block et al. 2012). The way most of these studies have documented residential
reactions, however, often isolates residents from the mapping process and from the mappers
themselves. Baltimore’s mapping scene proves this a reductionist view of the food desert
mapping cycle of creation, implementation, and recreation. Often, it is the map makers and
implementers that hear the most direct reactions from residents, and these reactions come to have
significant impact on how the map and mapping process are conceptualized by all those
interacting with it.
The relationship between technocrats and residents is one which Mitchell (2002) locates in
the 20th century shift of statistical data collection to include circulation in “the public” (103). In
contemporary food desert discourse, those working on these projects seem to view their work as
part of 21st century progressive, reflexive work by contrasting the public engagement of this
“new” type of professionalized justice work to past projects purporting to “help” communities
that were given no opportunity for input. However, I argue that rhetoric around food desert
mapping seems to exalt its “novel” engagement with community members while in reality
rationalizing contradictions between their framing of the problem and residents’ responses. In an
ironic effect, municipal food desert mappers who began their projects by pointing out
contradictions between the USDA’s map and their reality end up confirming the USDA’s
overarching approach that these maps could be near-perfect and imperfections are simply
technical footnotes. This is a distinctly anti-political process “encouraging citizens to engage in
debate while limiting the agenda” (Li 2007: 265) whereby dialogue that purports to consider the
worth of community response and narratives in reality discounts what it would mean to take

seriously to this engagement as a legitimate critique of the city’s entire food desert framing.
Before providing significant details into their experiences with residents’ reactions, Emily
and Kyle both made a point of downplaying these interactions as not within the primary scope of
their respective positions. Kyle described an interaction with a business owner in East Baltimore
who called CFL’s mapping team to say “Hey, let me take you out to this community where I
have a business. It’s not a food desert.” In emphasizing the abnormality of this interaction as he
told me this story, Kyle demonstrated CFL’s assumption of the clear separation between his team
mapping Baltimore space and the residents living in that space. Similarly, Emily qualified my
questions on resident responses to the map by noting that “because [city planning is] more
research and writing and policy strategy,” the planners were not often “out and about in the
community” interacting with residents. She recalled neighborhood associations contacting her
office to ask them to come talk to their community:
“People would say ‘Can you come talk to us about the map?’ or ‘We see that we’re in a food
desert. What can you do for us?’ Often, we can’t do anything. We in our office don’t have
the programs, we don’t have any money to give out or anything like that. But we can help
connect—that’s another big role that we play: connecting organizations and funders. We kind
of try to see the ten-thousand food level and see who can fit together.”
In this, Emily defines the planner’s role in this project as distinct from the scope of actual
interventions. She also makes clear what her department sees as the necessary ingredient to be
deemed an actor that can “do anything”: money for food-related programs. Like Kyle’s framing
of CFL’s technical role as separate from the city’s political role, Emily’s framing of the planning
department’s research and strategy role as separate from those tasked with the intervention role
acts to segment each groups’ role and decisions as apolitical rather than as an interconnected
political entity whose actors’ frames limit and determine each others’.
Despite their instincts to rhetorically distance themselves from resident’s responses, the
mappers have indeed had many interactions with residents about the maps. Particularly during
the 2012 map release, neighborhood associations requested that the planners come speak at their
meetings. When discussing these meetings and the dialogues that have transpired since, Emily
noted again the implications of the map’s red coloring in conversations with residents:
“And then in a lot of cases, that [red color] can be disempowering for residents. They can see
that and say “Well, you know my neighborhood has all of these issues. This is just another
issue you are putting a label on and adding to my neighborhood.’ But I think these topics
have come up a lot more in public discourse, so now when we go to meetings, people are
already talking about food deserts. They are saying ‘We live in a food desert and we need to
fix this.’”
Emily takes what she has observed as the recent rise in residents adopting of the food desert
label as evidence of these maps’ success in bringing food access to the forefront of public

conversation. In this logic, however, there is evidence of a larger discursive feedback loop of
legitimacy at play. The city acknowledges that the maps (and specific choices in the maps’
creation, such as the red color choice to convey political urgency) have resulted in residential
disempowerment and disagreement with the maps. After a few years of the maps being used by
political leaders in the community however, residents are now coming into conversations about
food access with these maps already legitimized as the best way to talk about food access by the
city. In just a matter of five years, the label has turned from a concept a resident could agree or
disagree with to a spatial identity with which a resident enters a room. The city in turn takes this
as confirmation of their expertise within this space, creating a performance loop between the city
and its residents reifying the maps’ and map makers’ legitimacy to tell this story.
In these interactions, it is not uncommon for residents to tell the planners how they
disagree or are confused by the story the map tells about where they live. Planners respond with
understanding and reflexivity, yet in ways that fit Tania Li’s (2007) characterization of a key
piece of anti-political assemblages that is “managing failures and contradictions: presenting
failure as the outcome of rectifiable deficiencies; smoothing out contradictions so that they seem
superficial rather than fundamental” (265). The first way this management of contradiction
happens is in construction of a shifting hierarchy of “spatial knowledge” (Mitchell 2002: 90).
When attending the neighborhood association meetings, the planners place their priority less on
discussing the map’s success at representing a community’s food access and more on getting
their “local” expertise on the map’s subject. In the full version of this article’s epigraph, Emily
describes the planners’ approach towards these meetings as fundamentally different from their
approach with policy makers:
“Sometimes we’ll go into a meeting [with residents] and say ‘Hey this is your food
environment’ and people will say ‘No it’s not. That store’s closed, we have a new store, no
one can go to that food pantry because it’s only open from 7 am to 8 am and it’s always full.’
So we kind of see these maps as a starting place for conversation…So I don’t think we ever
lean on the map to tell the whole story, especially not with residents. In a 15 minute meeting
with a policy maker, sometimes it’s like ‘Here is the map. You know your area better than us,
but here’s the map; this is what you have time for and this is what we can leave you with.’
But definitely when we’re talking with residents and people who live this reality every day,
they know so much more than we do that we would not really presume to just say ‘Here it
is.’”
These planners recognize that the stakes of their work—their labeling of a family’s home in
red—do not end on a simple colored map on a council member’s desk. While this reflexivity is
commendable, what does it mean for Emily to say that the maps are “definitely policy tools”
when placed in the hands of those within city government versus “a starting point for
conversation” when questioned by residents? How does this supposedly fluid transition from
objective policy tool to subjective conversation-starter happen? The primary way planners seem
to rationalizing contradicting perspectives and naturalize this transition is through what Li (2007)

terms “reposing political questions as matters of technique” (265). For example, Emily discussed
the difficulties she has encountered when residents question the map’s seemingly arbitrary food
desert boundaries cutting through their communities.
“You can see that it’s not a continuous red area. So we’ll go to a neighborhood that’s
bordering a food desert but for whatever reason—maybe there’s more vehicle ownership in
that neighborhood—there’ll be something where it shows up white on the map but when we
talk to the residents they’re like ‘Well two streets over, they’re a food desert. We have the
exact same problems.’”
Emily’s explanation immediately following this story shows how the city interprets this
situation. For Emily, residents’ confusion over the mapping methods that result in what she terms
“wonky to describe” desert geography is a simple misunderstanding on the part of the residents:
the desert layer boundaries aren’t meant to be read literally, as of course a mapping method
cannot show “the real story.” Instead, she implies, the resident should understand that the point
of the map is not precise representation but rather its usefulness to bring up the topic of food
access as important for residents and the city alike to address.
For the resident here, this explanation of the map’s inconsistencies with their lived
experience is likely frustrating. Using census boundaries, GIS inherently “represents the city as if
the Metropolitan sub-structures are apparently independent of each other” (Lupton and Mather
1997: 577), and the resident is questioning how this clearly inaccurate picture of their food
situation can end up helping that situation. The planners’ response to this challenge shows that
within this food desert mapping project, the map and the stories it brings to the surface of
conversations are separate. This assemblage has quite successfully designated residents’
responses as worthy of being heard and responded to, but not worthy of being taken seriously as
evidence against the legitimacy of the map. At no time in Baltimore’s project have CFL or the
planners considered asking residents to design their own borders they feel would better show the
lines or gradients of food access they experience. This would complicate the GIS analysis
process (which relies on predetermined census boundaries to analyze census data), but perhaps
the stronger reason this has not been considered is the way this would entirely question the lines
of expertise and framing of the problem which the mapping process has continuously sought to
legitimate and relies upon to appear legitimate itself.
In effect, the planners respond to residents complicating their map by countering the map’s
precise accuracy in defense of its effectiveness as a subjective conversation starter. Nevertheless,
the following section will show that when it comes to policies, the city’s officials put forward
interventions which treat the map’s boundaries and labels as largely objective, accurate data to
enact policy based on. Where does this leave confused and frustrated residents actually
attempting to have conversations about the map that is impacting their community and about the
problem of food access the map fails to accurately grasp in their eyes? The food desert map has
enabled these city-resident interactions on an important subject—which in previous years was
not considered a subject worthy of such local urban attention—yet has also resulted in this

frustrating rationalization and inability for more complex consideration. Rather than an
inconsistency in the food desert discourse, this blurry breakdown and building up during the
maps’ circulation is a fundamental process within such an assemblage: these interactions “reveal
the fractures within the assemblage, even as it attempts to hold the assemblage together” (Li
2007: 283).

As the 2012 map circulated through city government offices and neighborhood association
meetings, the remaking of the map occurred simultaneously and in response to this circulation.
At the same time still, officials in several city departments were tasked by the mayor and
planning department to use the map to develop interventions to address the city’s food deserts.
As the phase of anti-political assemblages which Li terms “reassembling” (2007: 265), the
remapping and intervention process inherently reproduced the logics of the original map’s
framing of the problem and legitimate dialogues around it.
In their reports, CFL and the city acknowledged the map’s limitations as well as the everchanging nature of the food environment; they took these limitations to necessitate continual data
re-collection and map recreation. The remapping process thus began immediately after the 2012
map adoption by the city. From 2012 to 2014, CFL interns conducted a “global HFAI survey.”
Rather than previously limited HFAI scores, the interns scored every food store (totaling over
800 stores) in the city. Additionally, CFL decided to alter its threshold for vehicle availability
from 40% to 30%. CFL and the city released the new version of the map incorporating these two
changes in 2015, then immediately began their re-mapping process again.

Above: The city’s revised 2015 Baltimore City Food Environment Map, with “food
deserts” identified in red.
The newest 2017 version of the map will be released later this year and will include updated
HFAI scores from a further repeat of the scoring completed in early 2017. Other than this
updated data, CFL made no methodological changes in the map’s variables or thresholds. A
handful of supermarkets have either opened or closed since the 2015 map, which will add or take
away new ¼ mile radius cut-outs from some areas of the desert layer. CFL and the city’s goal is
to release an updated map every two years into the future, partially to account for changes in the
city’s food scene but equally to “re-establish a process for Health Food Availability Scoring” and
provide the newly elected 2016 mayor and heavily turned-over city council with updated

individual district maps and corresponding statistics.
This remapping begs the question: why does the city and CFL continue such laborintensive recreation of the maps? The data collection, imputation, and analysis process required
to create the maps should not be minimized, particularly the HFAI score collection. While a
portion of the reason for continual recreation is understandable to provide the most up-to-date
picture possible of the city’s changing food environment, a closer look into this creation story
points to another reason. These maps need to be continually bought-into, continually legitimized.
The process itself of recreating them does something: it reestablishes them by process. In
particular, the most “unique” and also most labor intensive part of Baltimore’s mapping method,
the HFAI scoring, must be reestablished. The HFAI scoring process and data isn’t simply the
city and CFL saying what the stores’ scores are: they are simultaneously saying this is how you
assess the presence of healthy food. With each remapping, the city confirms the concept and
process that experts in the city have already bought-into, and thus it is even easier to buy-into
again by the next round of viewers (new city council members, community members,
supermarket vendors, officials in other cities, etc.).
If the city deems this intensive re-mapping worthwhile, why not commit a similar amount
of energy to updating the methods used to produce the map? With the continued proliferation of
food access studies and mapping methods, CFL and the city have access to findings that lend
themselves to more informed methods of locating low-access areas than they had during the
2011 creation of their original methodology. Now two remapping cycles and six years since the
first map, however, Baltimore’s method of identifying food deserts has remained largely
consistent. Understood within a critical context, this nearly unchanged methodology makes
perfect sense: the maps needed to stay relatively replicable and comparable to one another to
show changes in the desert layers. Comparability between versions means ability to construct a
linear narrative of food access in the city, a measurable timeline legitimized at each step in its
construction.
In addition to the remaking of the maps, the past several years has seen the confirmation of
the map’s fundamental logics through a focus on intervention strategies promising to “apply the
food map in practice” (Mapping Baltimore City’s Food Environment: 2015 Report). Food justice
scholars have heavily critiqued the way that the food desert discourse’s focus on supermarkets
and other food stores often results in the prescription of surface-level, market-based solutions
(Block et al. 2012; Guthman 2011) However, a more process-based analysis is needed to
understand how these interventions are guided by and guide the actual food desert (re)mapping
process.
Emily stated that her department’s goal is “to have strategies on all levels from supermarkets
down to neighborhood level corner stores to delivery options…to run the whole gambit.” In the
past six years, the Baltimarket program run by the city’s Health Department has created
initiatives including their Healthy Corner Store Initiative and Virtual Supermarkets to increase
healthy food availability in and around the map’s food deserts. This being said, Emily and Kyle

both stated that because CFL’s methodology includes the supermarket metric and “national
literature” shows a majority of people shop for their food at supermarkets, city policy-makers
have prioritized intervention strategies that focus on this supermarket metric.
In 2016, the city passed its “Food Desert Incentive Area Personal Property Tax Credit”
policy based on its Food Desert Incentive Area map which CFL created directly atop the city’s
food desert map. A ¼ mile buffer was applied to the desert layers, so that the desert layers plus
all area within a ¼ of a mile from a desert were highlighted in light purple. New supermarkets
coming into Baltimore that chose to locate within this light purple area currently receive a ten
year 80% reduction on their personal property taxes. The Food Retail Economic Development
officer within Baltimore’s Economic Development Corporation was put in charge of
coordinating with supermarket vendors using this map. In 2016, a Save A Lot opened in lower
East Baltimore as the first supermarket to use this incentive. In the 2017 food desert map
scheduled to be released later this year, this Save A Lot will result in ¼ mile area currently
colored red as a food desert in the 2015 map to no longer be labeled as a food desert.

Above: The 2016 Food Desert Incentive Area Map, showing the areas around current
supermarkets in dark purple and the areas in or around current “food deserts” in light
purple. New supermarkets choosing to locate within light purple areas (therefore carving
out food desert area in the next version of the Food Environment Map) receive a ten-year

80% reduction on their personal property tax.
This “attract and retain” policy strategy is described by the planners as a policy to “carve out
part of the food desert” areas in red. In effect, the policy has created an economic development
tool directly out of the food desert map, treating the food desert areas as quite material when in
the hands of those working within city economic development and focusing the city’s concept of
“progress” on removing red from their map in each future revision. This treatment of the map as
an objective, material guide to intervention placement stands in stark contrast to how planners
rationalize the map’s inconsistencies when interacting with community residents.
To a resident, this erasing of red from the map’s area around the new Save A Lot between
the 2015 and 2017 maps may mean something significant, or it may mean very little. The
affordability, cultural appropriateness, and quality of the food could have a significant impact on
this meaning. Even more importantly, the store’s relationship and meaning to resident’s
experience of their food landscape and the lived reality of food disparities will take longer than
the store’s one year old existence to assess. Will this store feel like an intrusion from outside of
the community? Will the store hire local labor and impact the community’s employment or
wages? If residents do begin shopping at the store and changing their eating habits based on
greater ability to buy healthier foods—and studies (Corapi 2014) show this to be a highly
debatable assumption—how long before the rates of type 2 diabetes, hunger, or stress in the
community’s children decrease? My aim in posing these questions is not attempt assessing them,
but to show that the changes between map versions cannot truly be about showing actual change
in the experience of food disparities. These changes are much too complex, and require a much
longer temporal and historical framing of the subject to function as a label that can be “carved
out” with the introduction of a singular, definable entity like a supermarket into a space.
To a certain extent, I believe the mappers recognize this. This begs the question, what are the
changes between map versions really doing? With each remapping, the city’s focus becomes
more on comparing the progress of reduced red in the latest food desert map to the last two year
old version, writing the frame of “solving” food access problems as logical in the scale of two
years based on immediate, defined spatial changes in these areas. This trend in the framing of
food desert mapping is not unique to Baltimore; Philadelphia’s mapping focuses to an even
greater extent on comparative two-year scale maps in its publications. This focus on the maps
creating a modern timeline of urban food justice efforts has arguably become more concerned
with judging “progress” in improving food access from the maps rather than from the mapped
places themselves. CFL’s recent grant proposal (though unfunded) to develop “a predictive
model saying ‘if we were to change this, or if you were to implement this particular strategy,
here’s what the outcome would be in the city and how it would affect the map’” is a superb
example of just how focused Baltimore’s mapping has become on the map as a material reality
the city should attempt to change itself. The maps provide a streamlined, already legitimized way
to measure the city’s progress within this trendy area of justice through food, despite this
temporal framing’s inconsistencies with the larger historical framing that food justice attempts to

highlight.

Though the circulation of Baltimore’s mapping project has in many ways successfully
confirmed the map’s expertise and rationalized contradiction, counter narratives on food access
disparities in this city are still present and productive on their own terms. As Li (2007)
emphasizes, attention to the closing down of contradictions within anti-political assemblages
should not be a scholar’s full focus: “Just as significant, in my view, are switches in the opposite
direction as expertise is challenged and political contestation resumed” (279). Below, I explore
two examples of this political contestation through counter narratives before assessing the city’s
inability to grasp these as essential parts of the story they seek to tell.
In an effort to explore these maps in a way that resisted the technocratic, anti-political
framing the city puts forward, I conducted ethnographic observation in Baltimore to “read” the
contested mapping politics on the ground. I spent three days in January with a research assistant
driving through much of the area of Baltimore city. During my driving, I visited specific sites on
the Baltimore food desert map (such as new or closed down grocery stores I heard about in
interviews or news articles) and areas of the map that posed unique technical situations such as
“borders” of food desert blocks and areas of USDA and city definition overlap. The majority of
my driving was, however, simply driving through the city with only a loose sense of intended
direction while taking photos and writing fieldnotes as I observed how the city’s food map
“read” or came into conflict with my own reading of the city’s space.

Above: A photograph of my annotations on Baltimore’s food desert map and a city street
map I used while navigating Baltimore during my fieldwork.

Above: An overlay of my driving route onto Baltimore and USDA food desert GIS layers.

Above: A Google Maps screenshot showing points of my fieldwork photography geocoded at the location I took the photograph. I took over 400 photographs throughout my
driving.

My movement through the city according to the map quickly demonstrated a disconnect
between reading the map for technocratic purposes versus reading it while in that space. The map
is not meant to be logically moved through and understood as relationships between places rather
than readable technocratic units. I often had trouble orienting myself according to the city’s
desert layer on the printed out map in front of me. The desert borders of the map became
illogical on the ground; as a resident had mentioned to Emily, I observed how one side of the
street could be labeled a food desert while the other was not due to slightly higher incomes. The
conflict here between the GIS map’s census boundaries and actual community experience of the
space’s physical and social borders or linkages was particularly clear along one street in East
Baltimore, shown below. While one side of the street reads as a “food desert” on the city’s map
and the other does not, paintings of corn on boarded up apartments line both sides signaling a
fluid community the map cannot conceptualize.

Above: Paintings of corn on boarded-up apartments line both sides of a street in East
Baltimore. One side of the street is labeled as a food desert, the other is not.
In addition to this street of corn paintings, I observed many instances of community art
using food imagery in paintings calling out disinvestment and hierarchies of power in the city. In
the particularly striking picture below, residents have painted on boarded-up apartments with
imagery and text. In opposition to the visual naturalization of violence often found in urban
“blight” photography, I position images such as the one below as engaging in what photographer
and scholar Will Wilson (2002) terms an alternative “photography for social change” that calls
out those responsible for injustices and posits a productive food justice counter narrative to the
city’s food desert discourse.
In the image, residents painted text on the boards to out the city’s government, private

developers, and Johns Hopkins for disinvestment, displacement, and lack of affordable housing
in the community. The center board reads, “25 Years, 381 Vacant Homes, 30 Million Never
Landing In The Community.” A question is written on another board—“What could the
community do with $30 million?”—followed by a list of what this capital would mean to the
community: “300 homes, 1040 jobs at $15 an hour, six community centers, six firehouses, 3215
children’s daycare tuition, and 1 neighborhood grocery store employing 250 people”, Another
board includes imagery of fruits and vegetables as well as a garden, further connecting food to
broader issues of power and inequity the community is facing.

Above: Paintings on boarded-up apartments in East Baltimore, using food imagery and
text to call out disinvestment and hierarchies of power within the city.
This image’s narrative shows what food access means to this area’s community and how
it is intimately and necessarily connected to the community’s history, its experience of other
factors in its social landscape, and the direct impact current disinvestment by those holding
power in city government and institutions has on all of these interconnected issues. Located in
Middle East Baltimore, an area in which Johns Hopkins School of Medicine has displaced
residents through the past century in the name of “urban development” (Gomez 2013), the power
of this vibrant painting happening on the very boards keeping the community from this housing
is in itself an act of resistance and action by residents.
This visceral expression of the connection between violence, agency, and food is entirely
absent from the city’s food desert framing of food access. On the most basic of levels, it appears
the city never considered that in their mission to represent this problem, residents may already
have found more productive ways to represent it themselves if the mappers had only walked
down the streets they were assessing in the GIS lab.

City street art is not the only way that residents are constructing counter narratives around
food access. One year after the highly publicized riots in Baltimore after the murder of Freddie
Gray, Kasai Rex, a local activist and writer, wrote a piece entitled “We All We Got: The Black
Church As An Oasis In Baltimore’s Food Deserts.” Rex begins by describing how the protests
left the streets of his community:
“Though the camera crews have moved on and the curfew has been lifted, the protests kicked
up a dust storm that has yet to settle. Failures—long-ignored—were thrown into sharp relief,
and a beleaguered Charm City was forced to acknowledge its demons. The question of food
justice quickly came to the fore during and after the protests when many of the corner
stores—the only food source for many black residents—were damaged.”
Rex then references the city’s 2015 food desert map and the pervasive problem of low access
to healthy foods for many in Baltimore. In his explanation for this problem, however, Rex paints
a narrative distinct from that of the city: food access inequality is because of housing segregation
“actively perpetrated in Baltimore for decades” and the recent fall in city manufacturing jobs.
The health impacts of food access on children “fit into a scheme” of systemic violence against
Baltimore’s majority black neighborhoods including underfunded education and “attendant
apartheid policing.” This narrative of violence through food encompasses a much wider temporal
and experiential scope than that of the city’s food desert discourse. Rex’s use of the city’s food
desert map lasts only so long as to critique the city for being blind to the contemporary
connections between their measured findings and the reality happening in front of them. With no
city attention to the fact that the closed schools and damaged corner stores post-protests meant
children on free or reduced lunch were going hungry—even as the city had labeled these exact
areas at particular risk for low food access—Rex came to the conclusion: “It was again made
clear that the public and private sectors often do not have black lives and their well-being at
heart…It was a handful of churches and members of the community that would feed them
breakfast and lunch.”
The connections Kasai Rex made between contemporary racial politics, counter activism,
and food justice are acute, provocative, and nearly unheard of in Baltimore’s food desert
rhetoric. Although mappers credit the spatialization of food access in Baltimore today to
previous racist redlining and disinvestment, race quickly transitions from a causal factor to an
after-the-fact correlation during the mapping process. When asked about conversations of race in
the city in relation to the map, Emily and Kyle both viewed the map as quite separate from recent
rises in Baltimore’s dialogues on race. Kyle states:
“I would say that with the variables that we have, I mean you don’t see race in there
specifically or directly. It really thus far has come out in the analysis of those areas that
have been determined to be food deserts. And so obviously you are getting a snapshot
when you take a look at these different food deserts whether it be 2012 or 2015 of who
lives in those areas….We are currently doing a deeper dive into the data that we have
collected this go-around, the HFAI survey data that is…and its statistical relationship to

certain demographics. And race has definitely been one of the strongest statistical
relationships out there.”
Baltimore’s method defines the food desert problem as felt predominantly by its residents
of color, as shown in my GIS comparative demographic analysis below and in graphics included
in the city’s reports on its map’s implications of who is most at risk. However, there is a
discursive move evident in how the city’s mappers and reports talk about race relating to their
maps: race becomes a factor to be discussed in terms of after-the-fact (after the map) risk rather
than evidence of current structural violence warranting conceptualization itself within
“professional” food justice projects like this.

Above: Using their GIS layers and census data, I calculated the demographics of those
that USDA and Baltimore mappers are labeling as living within food deserts in Baltimore
city.
In residents’ counter narratives on food in their communities, they show that a serious
grappling with what food justice means in Baltimore must take seriously this topic as part of
larger politics on employment, policing, contemporary systemic racism, and displacement. These
counter narratives recognize that long-term timelines of embodied violence require long-term
timelines of change. They also recognize that anything but direct connection to the pervasive
racial politics within these issues is violence itself. As a “static, de-raced, and a-historical
representation” (Lupton and Mather 1997: 578) however, the city’s mapping proves unable to
consider this type of counter narrative as within the scope of its framing around food access or as
a counter narrative worthy of questioning the discourse of food deserts itself.

Conclusion
Viewed as a dynamic scene rather than static concept, I have sought to trace the

mobilization of the food desert discourse through urban food desert mapping projects. Focusing
in particular detail on the unfolding mapping, circulation, and remapping processes in Baltimore,
I show the mobilization of food deserts through maps to be a process of particular framing
around the topic of food access which legitimizes technocratic interventions while discounting
other forms of justice narratives. City planners and mappers’ focus on spatial representations of
the problem of food access disparities facilitates spatial solutions which allow officials to
intervene in ways that appear as readable progress on the map. Although many of these actors
recognize the cause of contemporary violence through food as historically constructed structural
racism and classism, the mapping and remapping process creates a linear, modern timeline of
food access in the city in which immediate market-based spatial solutions are feasible to be
considered “solutions” at all.
I have also sought to show how contradictions within this supposedly modern and
spatially-readable timeline of food access are rationalized within the map’s circulation, though
the scene is not without productive forms of counter narrative. During interactions with
Baltimore’s community, particularly residents, city planners use anti-political rhetoric that
distances themselves as technocrats from the highly political arena they in actuality prefigured
the limits of through their maps. While these officials make room for residents’ complications in
certain spaces, these interactions result in a rationalization of the map’s inconsistencies that
positions the residents’ responses as a counter-narrative not worthy of questioning the discourse
of food deserts itself. While residents are creating important counter-narratives through street art
and journalism on the connections between food, contemporary state violence, structural racism,
and community agency, the food desert discourse remains unable to engage with this type of
critical politics around food.
As such, food desert maps enact a type of technopolitical power, silencing violence on
the issues they purport to discuss. While mappers may have intended to use maps to talk about
injustice through food, critical politics of structural violence are turned into technical issues and
economic development solutions over the course of their visual representation and legitimizing
dialogues. These findings problematize the idea that these maps are “just a starting point” for
more nuanced conversation; these maps guide a specific conversational narrative that both
prescribes surface-level solutions and enacts violence by treating structural racism as a factor of
past causation but only present correlation to food access disparities. In effect, the maps freeze as
well as erase discussion of current embodied violence through food.
I argue that my findings point centrally to a need to reevaluate our desire to map this
reality in the first place. Within the professionalization of food justice—where the “food desert”
has become the politically legitimate way to connect justice and food—food has become yet
another factor which confirms and increases established political structures’ frames of
intervention that neutralize forms of violence. Food has become a proxy for talking around racial
and class violence rather than as a vehicle to talk about it. Why are we within academia, politics,
and activism so recently focused on food? What are the limits of mobilizing food through

politics in the first place? What are we actually able to consider, and what are we missing? It is
clear that those of us within the currently popular political and academic focus on food justice
must ask: in what ways may our focus on food be limiting our ability to work towards justice?
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